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NetSupport Manager – helping you to work remotely

In uncertain times such as these, where staff suddenly need to work from home, technology can really help to smooth that 
transition.

NetSupport Manager is a powerful remote control tool staff can use to access their desktop resources from anywhere – with no 
limit on how far that remote connectivity can extend.

It’s built around the concept of simplicity and security and has been recognised for over 30 years as the market-leading solution 
for remote control, so you’re in safe hands!

At its simplest, there are just three components on NetSupport Manager you need to know about.
On each machine you want to remote control, you’ll need to install the NetSupport Manager Client. And on any machine you 
wish to remote control from, you install the Control. Simple!
On a local network, you can connect to staff PCs quickly and easily over IP. To help connect to PCs outside your network, 
NetSupport Manager provides its own Gateway to manage that connection securely. So, if you want to access valuable apps 
and resources on your desktop PCs while working at home, or provide support and assistance to your staff working remotely, 
you can do that via the Gateway service in the knowledge that your connection is fully secure.

So how do you get ready to work remotely?

• Start by setting up the Gateway. This can be installed on any PC (within our 
specifications) with a static IP address or a dynamic DNS, depending on how you wish to 
access it. You can refer to our detailed setup guide here. 

• Run the Gateway installer on the selected PC.
• Make sure it’s listening on all interfaces. We recommend changing to our dedicated port 

– see guide.
• To make your version of NSM unique to your organisation, you can set a Gateway key. 

This means that only devices within your organisation with a matching key can access 
your Gateway.

• Once the key is applied, click OK, and it’s done!
• To access your Gateway remotely, either configure your router with simple port 

forwarding so you can access it from an external address – or locate it on your DMZ.  
See guide for details. 

How it works

https://www.netsupportmanager.com/pdfs/Gateway.pdf
https://www.netsupportmanager.com/pdfs/Gateway.pdf
https://www.netsupportmanager.com/pdfs/Gateway.pdf
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• Finally, install the NetSupport Manager Control software on any device you wish to be 
able to remote control from – that could be a desktop PC, smartphone or tablet.

• Open the Control and head to the Configurator section where you can specify that, 
firstly, you’re connecting by HTTP rather than IP (e.g. because you’re on the move). 

• Second, click on the ‘Add Gateway’ option, and specify the address of your Gateway. The 
same rule applies: if you’re in the same building as your Gateway, enter its internal IP 
address; if you’re on the move or remote, enter the public address or DDNS that you’ve 
assigned to it.

• Once finished, click on the Gateway icon within your Control and select ‘Browse’. This 
shows a list of all PCs that currently have a NetSupport Manager Client installed and are 
active on the Gateway. 

• Now you have complete control and flexibility to use that machine – security 
permissions permitting – as if you were sitting in front of it!

Next, on any PC you want to be able to remote control, simply install the NetSupport 
Manager Client with the supplied installer, run the configurator and point it to the 
address of the Gateway and apply the matching Gateway key. If the PC is on the same 
network as your Gateway, point to its local IP address. If it is outside of the network, 
you’ll need to point to the Gateway’s external (public) address or DDNS.
As part of that setup, you can also add the matching Gateway key you set on the 
Gateway and configure which features and functions will be available on that device, or 
which users can connect.

Work remotely and access all your desktop apps and resources, manage your IT infrastructure from afar or use it to provide 
tech support for your team working from home – no matter which direction, you’ll have your bases covered with NetSupport 

Manager.
Please refer to our technical guide for more detailed instructions and screenshots.

See what PC PRO thought when they tried it recently! 
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Manager 12.7
On-premises remote 
support perfection, with a 
wealth of valuable features 
at business-friendly prices

applications, processes and services. 
      If you have a diverse population of 
computers to support, another thing you'll 
appreciate is the Control console's dynamic 
sorting function, which automatically 
groups clients into categories based on 
their OS, hardware class (such as tower or 
rack) and geographical location. Selecting a 
group brings up all members in the 
opposite pane, and you can even watch 
their screens in real-time. From here, 
firing up the remote control session is as 
easy as clicking the quick-launch icon 
underneath the clients thumbnail. This 
loads the main view window, which shows 
the user's screen along with a ribbon bar 
across the top for quick access to all 
available support tools. 

“The Control console 
automatically groups 

hardware class and 
geographical location”
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Manager (NSM). Now entering it's third 
decade, NSM has long been a favourite 
thanks to it's remarkable range of 
support features and it's convenient 
control software, which can be hosted on 
a Windows or Mac desktop of your 
choice.
       It's also great for supporting remote 
offices: NetSupport's free Gateway 
component easily links sites together, with 
four encryption options to choose from 
including 256-bit AES. And within the 
local network, NetSupport's PIN connect 
system makes it effortless to get connected: 
the technician and user simply enter the 
same unique PIN to create an instant 
connection. 
      If you're concerned about security, you 
can rest easy. NSM offers plenty of access-
control features, including session 
passwords, Active Directory integration, 
smart card support and profiles to limit 
the tools specific technicians can access. 
      Platform support is excellent, too. As 
we've mentioned, the management 
software will run on either Windows or 
macOS, and naturally you can support

clients running these operating 
systems, as well as Linux and 
Chrome OS Systems.
      The installation process isn't the same 
on all platforms, though. After loading the 
suite on a  Windows host, it took just a few 
moments to scan our network and push 
the client out to our Windows 10 test 
systems. Alas, Mac deployment was less 
slick: we had to download the software 
manually, copy it onto each MacBook and 
run the installer by hand.
       Still, once your clients are set up, 
support staff will be bowled over by the 
range of tools at their disposal. 
They can passively view a client's screen, 
share control or lock out the user and 
take over the PC completely. 
      In addition to remotely launching 
applications on the client, you can open 
a remote Command Prompt or 
PowerShell sessions, reboot the PC or 
switch it off, and take part in a text or 
audio chat. File transfers can be easily 
initiated too, and the software can 
produce impressively thorough 
inventories of both hardware and 
software: we were able to audit each 
client's hardware components, browse all 
installed software and check on running 

 
 

 
 

 

usinesses looking for the best on-
premises remote support solution 
money can buy will love NetSupport

While NetSupport Manager 
might mostly be used for 
support, it also makes a fine 
training aid: you can mirror 
your Control screen to single 
or multiple clients, record 
system activity and replay 

clients based on their OS,

the files to selected clients. 
There's a few neat new features in this 
latest version too, notably an option to 
capture client print jobs as PDF files. 
An update coming soon promises 
enhancements to the Gateway module, 
including load balancing, tighter access 
controls and facilities to export client lists.
      SMEs that want to keep all their 
remote support services in-house will find 
NetSupport Manager an excellent choice. 
It's crammed with valuable features and is 
simple to deploy and use, while its 
perpetual licensing scheme makes it easy 
to control costs.   

REQUIREMENTS  Windows 7/Server 
2012 upwards      macOS 10.5 upwards 
Linux (Legacy Support)       Android 4 
upwards (for mobile app)
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